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Abstract
Peculiar properties of morphological structures of organelle membranes were
studied by fluorescent confocal microscopy. The list of objects in our experiments was represented by mitochondria, chloroplasts and vacuoles. During
this study, identification of lipid microinclusions having the form of such lipid-protein structural microformations as lipid-protein microdomains, vesicles and membrane tubular structures (cytoplasmic transvacuolar strands
and nanotubes) located in organelle membranes or bound up with them was
conducted. Such membrane probes as laurdan, DPH, ANS and bis-ANS were
used. Comparison of fluorescence intensity of these membrane probes was
conducted. This investigation of the morphological properties of lipid-protein
structural microformations was accompanied with analysis of 1) the phase
state and 2) dynamics of microviscosity variations in the membrane elements
of isolated plant cell organelles. Distributions of laurdan fluorescence generalized polarization (GP) values for the membrane on the whole and for the intensively fluorescing membrane segments were obtained. It was discovered
that the microviscosity of intensively fluorescing membrane segments essentially differed from the microviscosity of the rest part of the membrane. In
conclusion, some results of the study of peculiar properties of lipid-protein
structural microformations related to the structure of organelle membranes
and the discoveries made in this investigation are discussed.
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1. Introduction and Problem Statement
As obvious from earlier publications of several authors, the cell membrane is
characterized by mobile lateral nonhomogenieties of its lipid content represented
in the form of microinclusions [1] [2] [3]. These microinclusions may be studied
in experiments presuming 1) visualization of the cell membranes with finding
out examples of such microinclusions and 2) investigation of their characteristics.
The stimulus for our investigation was absence of plausible knowledge about
the structure and the functions of lipid-protein microformations in cell organelles, as well as the interest to the unusual membrane microinclusions registered in our observations earlier [3]. In particular, the domain structure of vacuolar membranes has not been plausibly scanned and investigated before. Meanwhile, some authors are in the position of attributing them rather specific functions (say, trafficking, signaling, etc.), while doing it prior to plausible registrations and detailed investigations of such microformations. The authors are sure
that any intuitive evidence in science is insufficient. The point is that the study
of microformations has to be continued. The reliable results are needed by biology and medicine.
Understanding of the structure and the true functions (role) of such microformations in membrane activity is essential not only from the viewpoint of advancements in biology in principle but also in the aspect of problems of cell
medicine and pharmacology. For example, it is known that there are drugs for
heart attacks and elevated blood pressure, which are oriented to either stimulation or blockage of ion transmembrane activity in organelles. As far as investigations of mitochondria are concerned, it is known that efficient are translational
techniques of mitochondrial disfuction diagnostics in patients suffering chronic
myocardial ischemia or brain ischemia. The same concerns vacuoles, in which
the potassium transport is driven by vacuolar H+-ATPase (V-H+-ATPase).
On the first stage of our investigation, we planned to identify and study lipidprotein microinclusions in organelle membranes considered as the membrane
nonhomogenieties having the form of diverse microformations in which lipids
were seen to be quantitatively dominant.
The list of objects of our experiments was represented by mitochondria, chloroplasts and vacuoles. It is expedient to note that vacuoles are the objects whose
investigation was ignored for a long time in connection with the complexity of
work with such objects, furthermore, considered as inessential. Understanding
of the role of this organelle changed after some recent publications [3] [4] [5].
The set of lipid-protein structural microinclusions expected to be revealed and
registered in the experiments included lipid-protein microdomains (LPMs), ve43
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sicles, cytoplasmic strands and lipid-protein membrane nanotubes. The nature
these lipid-protein nonhomogenieties was to be understood.
One of the starting points was the assumption that lipid-protein microformations are formed around definite proteins and enriched with sterols, glycosphingolipids and lipids with saturated fatty acids [3] [6] [7].
The first object of our experiments was represented by vacuoles. Our interest
to vacuoles was conditioned by the fact that V-H+-ATPase determines homeostatic processes in kidney cells, cardiac muscle cells, etc. For example, in highly
metastatic breast cancer cells, the potassium transport is driven by V-H+-ATPase
[8]. It was registered that all cancer cells had substantially higher V-H+-ATPase
activity than MCF-10A cancer cells or other breast cancer cell lines. This transport protein capable of maintaining intracellular ion homeostasis is a more obvious target for anticancer therapy than Na+-K+. Furthermore, V-H+-ATPase activity of plant vacuoles is probably similar to that in animal organelles, and it has
been investigated earlier, for example, in the aspect of stress [9] [10] [11] [12].
Peculiar properties of membrane morphological structures of plant cell organelles were studied with the aid of fluorescent confocal microscopy. The cell of

Beta vulgaris L. chosen is characterized by the presence of a large vacuole, which
can occupy a substantial part of its volume. The principal vacuolar functions
presume participation in cytosol ion homeostasis, in processes of storage of primary/secondary methabolites, osmotic regulation, detoxification of xenobiotic
toxins, formation of cell immune response reactions (for example, methabolitic
reactions to toxins) and also in processes of apoptosis [13] [14].
A plant cell vacuole represents an actively functioning organelle capable of
dynamic morphological transformations. The plant cell vacuolar system possesses a complex architectonics. It is known, for example, that vacuolar membranes are mediators of transmembrane transport. Some specialists register vacuolar membrane invaginations accompanied with separation of vesicles [15]
[16] [17] [18]. It has been discovered that there are numerous cytoplasmic
strands starting in the vacuolar membrane and going beyond its limits [17] [19].
The relations of vacuole with cytoskeleton elements [18] (for example, with actin
microfilaments) can be traced [15] [20]. Furthermore, when the cell prepares for
mitosis, transformations of the vacuolar membrane structure may take place
[15]. Any vacuole is known to be more active, when the cell consumes various
compounds in the process of pinocytosis [4]. Any cell actively reacts to osmotic
stress conditions [16].
It has been shown already in the 1990s, the vacuolar membrane is characterized by definite order of the lipids, which exist in it in the form of some formations in the liquid lipid bilayer and some domains bound up with membrane
proteins. Polar lipids containing unsaturated fatty acid residues (chains) dominate in the vacuolar membrane. This domination ensures membrane’s high elasticity and low microviscosity. The fact of existence of lipid-protein microdomains in plant vacuolar membranes was confirmed in [3] [5]. These are characterized by relatively dense packaging of lipids with respect to the rest part of the
44
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vacuolar membrane. Still the ultrastructural peculiar properties of the vacuolar
membrane as well as its role in adaptation to stress effects remain underinvestigated [21]. In order to clarify the hypotheses, analysis with the application of the
technique of fluorescent confocal microscopy has been conducted.
The objectives of this investigation presumed experiments in order to:
1) visualize the organelle membranes and hence identify such lipid-protein
structural formations as lipid-protein microdomains (LPMs), vesicles, cytoplasmic strands and nanotubes located in plant cell organelle membranes or bound
up with them;
2) assess a) the phase states and b) the dynamics of local microviscosity and its
variations in the organelle membrane elements of isolated plant cell organelles.
Some results of identification of some details of the vacuolar membrane morphology as well as its structural peculiarities in the norm and under osmotic
stress are discussed.

2. Materials and Methods
Our experiments were conducted on isolated vacuoles (tonoplast) of Beta vulga-

ris L. dormant storage beet roots, variety Bordeaux (the seeds being obtained
from Sibirskii Sad, Inc., Novosibirsk, Russia, and planted on the experimental
field of Siberian Institute of Plant Physiology and Biochemistry, Siberian Branch
of RAS) stored at +4 to 5˚C. Tonoplast from the beet root tissues was isolated
with the aid of a modified microobject technique described in [22] in an isolation solution containing 300 mM KCl, 10 mM EDTA, 25 mM NaH2PO4/KOH,
pH 8.0, β-alanine (650 mOsm∙kg−1 H2O) (see e.g. [3]). The result of isolation was
purified.
In order to visualize isolated organelle (vacuolar) membranes and their lipidprotein structural nano-formations, to assess the membrane phase states and the
bilayer microviscosity we applied confocal microscopy (confocal fluorescence
scanning laser microscope MicroTime 200 (PicoQuant GmbH, Germany) and
several fluorescent probes.
Scanning of isolated organelles with the use of fluorescent confocal microscopy in our experiments was intently conducted at the normal room temperature,
what was of interest for us. The objects were registered at various distances from
the glass basement. Each time, in the upper part of an isolated vacuole lying on
the basement, we observed a large membrane segment and registered the effect
of highly intensive fluorescence of some of the membrane segments.
Molecules of the probes used are capable of inserting between the molecules of
the objective substance. The following fluorescent probes were used: filipin (having affinity to sterols); laurdan (or 2-(dimethylamino)-6-dodecanoilnaphtaline),
a lipophilic probe actively fluorizing in contact with hydrophobic domains; ANS
(8-anylino-1-naphtalensulphonic acid) known to have affinity mainly to proteins; bis-ANS and diphenilhexatrien (DPH) (Sigma-Aldrich, USA). Unfortunately, we had no probes having affinity to sphingolipids. Other chemically pure
reagents were KCl, EDTA, NaH2PO4, β-alanine, etc. (all manufactured by Che45
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mreactivesnab, Ltd., Russia).
One of the simplest techniques for assessment of membrane’s lipid component microviscosity presumed measurement of fluorescence generalized polari-

zation (GP) characteristic of a given fluorescent probe, when this probe was introduced into the membrane’s lipid component. In assessment of microviscosity
we used a technique based on computing laurdan fluorescence GP values at each
pixel of the image light part. Such a technique presumed constructing a GP value
distribution histogram. The histogram represented arithmetic mean values and
their SD values. The statistical data processing was conducted with the aid of Excel.
Laurdan is fluorescing mainly in two spectral domains depending on the system’s fluidity (i.e. depending on the presence of free water molecules in the
membrane’s lipid component) [3] [23]. Its extensive application is conditioned
by the assumption that locations of its emission maxima are determined by the
relationship existing between liquid-ordered and liquid-disordered membrane
domains. This relationship may be assessed by the value of the probe’s GP. To
the end of binding laurdan molecules and the vacuolar membrane molecules,
this probe (diluted in methanol down to the final concentration of 10 μM) is
added to the suspension of isolated vacuoles. The suspension is incubated at
20˚C ± 2˚C during 10 min and observed via the confocal microscope. The GP
value for each pixel of the image obtained is computed automatically with the
aid of special software [24]. Next, all the GP values are added, and the mean value and the SD are computed. Furthermore, the software constructs a GP value
distribution histogram for the pixels characterized by some fluorescence intensity exceeding a definite threshold. In the process of computing GP values, the
importance of such a threshold is conditioned by the need of taking account of
only brightly fluorescing pixels corresponding to the membrane and not taking
account of the background. The technique of computing GP values for the
membrane probe fluorescence corresponding to the accepted confocal microscopy technology can be found in [3].
In our experiments with the use of ANS (or bis-ANS) and DPH, the probe was
added to the suspension of isolated vacuoles in concentration of 10 μM in 10%
dimethyl sulphoxide and tetrahydrophuran, respectively. After 30 min of incubation the suspension was viewed by the confocal microscope, the probe’s fluorescence intensity being quantitatively assessed. The value of fluorescence intensity was determined on account of the number of photons registered from a
given segment of a sample under scrutiny. Fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) technique was used. A single-photon avalanche diode (SPAD)
built into the confocal microscope was used to register single photons.

3. Results
Visualization of the vacuolar membrane structures was conducted with the use
of fluorescent probes (filipin, laurdan, ANS, bis-ANS, DPH).
Figure 1 shows the images of isolated vacuoles stained with filipin (5 µM),
Figure 1(a), Figure 1(b) corresponding to optical sections in the central part of
46
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the vacuole at a distance of 5 µm from the basement; Figure 1(c)—in the upper
part of the vacuole. Here solid arrows indicate to large sterol-containing membrane segments; dotted arrows—to sterol-deficient membrane segments. Figure
2 shows the images of isolated vacuoles stained with filipin in different concentrations (1 µM Figure 1(a); 5 µM Figure 1(b) and 15 µM Figure 1(c)), optical
sections being made in the upper parts of the vacuole.
In the process of visualization and investigation of our preparations with isolated vacuolеs, we—in all the cases—distinctly registered lipid-protein membrane elements: LPMs revealed by filipin (Figure 1(c) and Figure 2(b) and Figure 2(c)), vesicles revealed by laurdan (Figure 3(b)), and also so called mem-

brane tubular structures (MTSs): cytoplasmic transvacuolar strands (earlier discussed in [25] [26]), which had the form of threads (Figure 3(a)), and nanotubes
(Figure 4) located in plant cell organelle membranes or bound up with them.
Comparison of fluorescence intensity for such membrane probes as laurdan,
DPH, ANS and bis-ANS was conducted (see Figure 5). We discovered that vacuolar membranes isolated in the solution (isotonic with respect to that of the
cell sap of roots) were stained nonhomogeneously. This was especially obvious
from the results of scanning the upper (with respect to the basement) surface of

Figure 1. Images of isolated vacuoles stained with filipin (5 μM), (a), (b) corresponding
to optical sections made in the central part of the vacuole at a distance of 5 µm from the
basement; (c) in the upper part of the vacuole. A solid arrows—large sterol-containing
membrane segments; dotted arrows—sterol-deficient membrane segments; Ob. 60×; scale
bars—0 μm.

Figure 2. Images of isolated vacuoles stained with filipin in different concentrations (1
μM (a); 5 μM (b) and 15 μM (c)); optical sections are made in the upper parts of the vacuole; Ob. 60×; scale bars—10 μm.
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Figure 3. Images of isolated vacuoles stained with fluorescent probes ANS (a) and laurdan (b). Optical sections are made at a distance of 5 µm from the basement. V—vesicles,
M—membrane, S—transvacuolar strands. Ob. 60×, scale bars—10 µm.

Figure 4. Membrane nanotubes (pointed by arrows) inside and outside the vacuole.
Probe—laurdan. Ob. 60×, scale bar—10 µm.

the vacuole, when a substantial membrane surface occured in the microscope’s
focal plane. Brightly fluorescing segments and tracks inside the vacuolar membrane were registered in the confocal images when all the above probes were
used. These were characterized by an increased fluorescence intensity of the
probes (assessed to be 10 times as large as the fluorescence intensity of the close
parts of the membrane). Fluorescence intensity of the probes was not the same
not only in different parts of the membrane but also for various vacuoles (according to our data, fluorescence intensity of different vacuoles differed by 2 to 3
times). Noteworthy, we did not register any brightly fluorescing segments in the
preparation sites, where there were no vacuoles.
On account of the information that ANS (Figure 5(c)) and bis-ANS (Figure
5(d)) have a more expressed affinity to proteins, it is possible to assume that
these tracks represent membrane segments characterized by an elevated content
of proteins, which get to the zone of microscopic scanning.
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Figure 5. Zones of intensive fluorescence (pointed by arrows) in the top part of an isolated vacuole: (a) laurdan; (b) DPH; (c) ANS; (d) bis-ANS. Fluorescence intensity sites of
the segments and tracks pointed by arrows exceed fluorescence intensity of the rest
membrane parts approximately by 10 times. Ob. 60×, scale bar—5 µm.

4. Discussion
It is known that a plant cell vacuole represents an active organelle, which may
acquire some complex architecture in the process of preparing for cell division.
In recent years, the attention to investigations related to biological membranes
has been attracted to the structures of cylindrical form, i.e. to so called “membrane nanotubes”, having the diameter from several decades to hundreds of nanometers [2]. This attention is explained by the fact that many cellular processes
(for example, such processes as endocytosis and fusion of cells) are bound up
with formation of unusual membranes and/or trans-membrane structures.
Membrane tubular structures (MTSs) looking similar to the ones registered in
our experiments were earlier identified in cell extracts [25]. Only one simple attempt to explain the formation of MTSs in the process of endocytosis is known
[27] [28]. It is desirable to obtain a plausible explanation of the mechanisms of
formation of membrane nanotubes in cells and in their organelles.
Functions of MTSs have to be understood. As a result of investigations conducted on some natural and artificial membrane structures it has been demonstrated that MTSs form a ramified transport tubulovesicular network, contractile
(motor) cytoskeleton proteins participating in its formation [25] [28]. So, MTSs
are responsible for the formation of tubulovesicular networks. Furthermore,
49
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there are some unconvincing hypotheses of their participation in the processes
of intracellular and intercellular transport [29] [30].
As discovered in our investigation, the lengths of MTSs vary rather widely.
These can reach more than 300 μm, what is 5 times as large as the mean diameter of a vacuole, 60 μm (Figure 3). The technique of zeitraffer scanning has allowed us to find out that the vesicles bound up with MTSs may move in the
space with respect to the isolated vacuoles fixed on the basement. Such a displacement of vesicles bound up with the membrane tube in the process of their
transition may be explained by either motions of vesicles along an MTS or displacement of such an MTS (with the vesicles fixed on it) on the whole. In the
latter case, variation of the MTS’s length possibly takes place.
It has been demonstrated in the experiments conducted on giant unilamellar
vesicles (GUV) that formation of MTSs depends on both the temperature and
the content of the lipids [1]. On the basis of model experiments conducted on
artificial membrane structures, Y. Sakuma et al. (2013) assumed that formation
of such structures may be bound up with the balance in the tension inside the
vesicle membrane (spontaneous tension) and, possibly, also with asymmetric
distribution of inverse-cone-shaped lipids (lipids having the molecule forming a
sort of inverse-cone in the internal and external layers of the vesicle membrane).
For example, it has been demonstrated in experiments with GUV that—in
course of formation of МТSs—there takes place a process of dynamic clusterization of such a motor protein as kinesin [31]. There are also discussions in the literature related to the probability of influence of cytoskeleton elements upon the
membrane’s structure. These data were obtained on both artificial and natural
membranes. For example, it was shown in the studies of GUVs that the actin
networks bound up with the membrane may themselves determine the time and
the place of membrane microdomain formation [32]. It has also been demonstrated that trans-membrane proteins in animal cells (together with cytoskeleton
proteins) are capable of integrating of membrane lipids into large microdomains
under definite conditions [33].
It is logical to assume, firstly, that unique membrane structures (vesicles (Figure 3(b)) and nanotubes (Figure 4)) observed in our experiments may participate in implementation of some definite cellular functions, say, the transport
function. Many authors tend to discuss such functions as trafficking, signaling,
etc., but unfortunately, on the basis of model experiments with artificial membranes. So, their assumptions has to be proved for natural membranes, in vivo.
Secondly, it is natural to state that MTSs observed in our experiments have a

lipid-protein nature. Indeed, these are well-stained by lipid affinity membrane
probes and possess the microviscosity close to that of the vacuolar membrane.
Microviscosity was assessed via GP values of laurdan fluorescence, the data can
be found in our publication [3]. Thirdly, on account the data on existence of the
dynamical relationship between 1) the cytoskeleton and the vacuole [15] [20] and
2) the cytoskeleton and the MTSs [25] [28], we have assumed that the structures
observed in our experiments are related to the vacuolar cytoskeleton elements.
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Tubular-like transvacuolar strands inside vacuoles were earlier registered in
membranes of some cells [16] [34]. Furthermore, transvacuolar strands in cell
vacuoles in the culture of Arabidopsis thaliana protoplasts were discovered to
possess a rather complex structure. Their transformations are supposed to be
bound up with actin filaments [15].
Vesicular structures gemmating from the vacuolar membrane and the tubular-like transvacuolar strands inside vacuoles observed were earlier discovered in
membranes of other plant cells [16] [34]. Effects of influence of osmotic stress
upon the membrane’s state and upon formation of vesicles are, no doubt, of interest. Formation of vesicles has been described for the onion epidermis cells
under osmotic stress [16]. It is characteristic that in this case the exocytosis vesicles do not completely separate from the plasma membrane, but remain linked
to it by a thin thread going from the membrane. Such a connection between the
vesicle and the membrane is supposed to be important from the viewpoint of
successful process of subsequent deplasmolis [16].
It has earlier been discovered that in some cases, in the process of endocytosis,
the vesicles do not completely separate from the cytoplasmic membrane, but
remain connected with it via a thin (~20 nm) membrane nanotube [35]. Such
decomposition is natural, say, in cases of osmotic influences. In our case, such a
decomposition took place under either hyper- or hypoosmotic conditions. An
explicit example of the result of vacuolar membrane decomposition into many
vesicles under hyperosmotic stress is shown in Figure 3(b), where one can see
an image obtained at the moment, when the upper part of the vacuole has already burst (and is completely absent), and the focal plane of the confocal microscope is 5 μm from the basement, where the ring of vesicles lying on the bottom is observed. As obvious from the observations of the same preparations in
dynamics, the breach of the membrane’s integrity is not always entailed with
decomposition of the vacuole. In cases of occurrence of local membrane defects,
the vacuole looses some part of its internal content, so, some of the membrane
nanotunes could proceed out of the vacuole. After that, the place of the defect
may be “cured”, and the integrity of the membrane restored.
In our observations we discovered the cases of complete decomposition of
membrane vacuoles in dynamics. This decomposition was accompanied with
mass formation of vesicles instead of the membrane (Figure 6). Gemmation of
vesicles from the vacuolar membrane observed took place sooner in the form of
either endocytosis or exocytosis, and in these cases, the vesicles were observed
both inside and outside the decomposed vacuole.
Analysis of the data related to fluorescence of membrane probes allows one to
draw preliminary conclusions on the phase state (and density) of the membrane’s substance [36].
In our case, mean GP values reflecting 1) fluorescence of the domains characterized by an increased fluorescence intensity and 2) fluorescence of the membrane on the whole were plausibly different (−0.22 and −0.04, respectively, p <
0.05, the Mann-Whitney criterion). Meanwhile, the character of distribution of
51
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Figure 6. A result of decomposition of an isolated vacuolar membrane into a set of vesicles under hyperosmotic
stress. Probe—laurdan; optical are sections at a distance
of 5 µm from the basement. Ob. 60×, scale bar—10 µm.

GP values in case of bright segments was different with respect to the distribution of GP values for the total membrane (Figure 7). It was possible to reveal at
least 3 separate peaks on the histogram showing the distribution of laurdan fluorescence GP values in the domains characterized by higher fluorescence intensity (Figure 7, grey columns). There were spectral domains of GP values among
three above peaks, which corresponded to 1) the mean density characteristic of
the liquid disordered (more liquid) state and 2) a denser substance state (probably, liquid ordered state), the maxima of GP values being −0.5, −0.2 and 0.35,
respectively). As obvious from the histogram in Figure 7, laurdan fluorescence
GP values for the vacuolar membrane in the norm have a distribution close to
the normal one and vary within the band from –0.6 to 0.4 (the maximum being
at −0.1), what corresponds to the liquid-crystalline state of membrane lipids (see
also [23]).
Analysis of the data on fluorescence of membrane probes allows one to assess
also the microviscosity of the lipid membrane’s matrix [3] [23] [36]. For example, membrane’s microviscosity may be assessed by variations in the fluorescence spectra [37]. In our experiments, we have obtained distributions of laurdan fluorescence GP values for the vacuolar membrane on the whole and for intensively fluorescing membrane segments. In such segments, microviscosity may
substantially differ (be either increased or decreased) from the rest part of the
membrane. It has been ascertained that the vacuolar membrane is stained
non-homogeneously. Furthermore, the domains are characterized by an explicit
affinity to definite membrane probes [3]. Such segments may probably represent
the clusters characterized by intensive processes of lipid-protein formation, in
52
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which proteins play the dominant role [5] [38]. It also known that such segments
are characterized by high mobility [39] [40]. These facts have been confirmed in
our investigation. The tracks registered in Figure 5(c) and Figure 5(d) represent
membrane segments characterized by an elevated content of proteins. Such segments are supposed to give evidence of high mobility of the respected mictoinclusions. In cases of repeated scanning (time-lapse), these were registered in
shifted positions (see Figure 8). It is logical to suppose that the vacuolar membrane segments showing higher intensity of fluorescent marking with membrane
probes are characterized by higher density of proteins in the membrane.
It may be supposed that normаl functioning of the membrane (i.e. normal execution of its physiological functions) is possible only in case of sufficient mobility of its structural components. Such a biophysical parameter as membrane’s
microviscosity is mainly limited by its lipid components. In turn, microviscosity

Figure 7. The distribution of GP values for fluorescence of laurdan placed in the lipid
component of vacuolar membrane. The abscissa axis: V-GP values; the ordinate axis: Qnumber of pixels on the videoimage, which are characterized by definite fluorescence intensities (FI). Relative units are understood as the ratio of the number of pixels, for which
the GP values computed are within some definite interval, to the total number of videoimage pixels characterized by FI, which is in excess of a definite limit (the GP analysis
technique can be found in “Materials and methods”)

Figure 8. Displacement of vesicles bound up with the membrane tube in the process of
their transition. (a)-(c) images obtained in the process of scanning one of the segments
intermittently at equal time intervals ((a) 0 sec, (b) 30 sec, (c) 60 sec). Probe laurdan. Ob.
60×, scale bar—5 µm.
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determines the rate of translational and rotational motions of the molecules (including membrane’s protein molecules) [41]. Possibly, that is why variations of
microviscosity are considered as an important physiological reaction of the cell
and its membrane, which is conditioned by processes of adaptation of the organism to external factors [42]. Variations of membrane’s microviscosity are also assumed to incur variations in membrane’s permeability as well as variations
in the activity of the membrane proteins (existing in the forms of enzymes, ion
channels, receptors) [43]. This, in turn, leads to the development and (or) intensification of regulatory reactions oriented to organism’s adaptation to unfavorable environmental conditions.

5. Conclusions
In course of the first stage of the present investigation 1) visualized were the vacuolar membranes, 2) mobile lateral nonhomogenieties of its lipid content were
identified in the form of such lipid-protein structural formations as lipid-protein
miscodomauns, vesicles, cytoplasmic strands and nanotubes located in the plant
cell, in vacuolar membrane or bound up with the latter; 3) distribution of lipids
on the surfaces and inside above structural formations was assessed; 4) assessed
were the phase states and the dynamics of local miscoviscosity and its variations
in the zones of vacuolar membrane elements.
On account of the facts revealed in our investigation it is possible to state the
following.
1) Application of filipin as a sterol binding probe has given us the posiibility
to reveal that an isolated vacuolar membrane is stained nonhomogeneously
(Figure 1). This is obvious in the processes of scanning the central part of vacuoles (Figure 1(a), Figure 1(b)) and its upper (with respect to the surface
layer) surface (Figure 1(c)). In the latter case, a substantial membrane surface
remains in the focal plane of the microscope. This allows to assume that there
are two types of large domains on the membrane: sterol-containing and steroldeficient (containing sterols in very small quantities) ones. Furthermore, small
sterol-enriched zones were registered.
2) A dependence of the character of interaction between filipin and membrane
sterols on the filipin concentration was revealed (Figure 2). In is obvious that
the domain organization of location of sterols in tonoplast is retained within the
band of filpin concentrations of 1 to 5 μM (Figure 2(a), Figure 2(b)). Meanwhile, this domain organization is violated (and acquires a complex networktype character) in case of increase in the concentration of filipin (Figure 1(c)).
This is probably bound up with some nonspecific interaction of filipin molecules
with the membrane sterols under high filipin concentrations. Deeper undestanding of these interactions between membrane sterols and filipin necessitates
some additional investigations.
The present investigation has given the following discoveries:
• Vacuolar membranes isolated in the solution (isotonic with respect to that of
the cell sap of roots) are stained nonhomogeneously. This is especially ob54
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vious from the results of scanning the upper (with respect to the basement)
surface of the vacuole, a substantial membrane surface occurs in the microscope’s focal plane. In this case, fluorescence intensity of the probes is not the
same not only in different parts of the membrane but also for various vacuoles. According to our data, fluorescence intensity of different vacuoles
differs by 2 to 3 times.
• Membrane clusters rich in lipids are characterized by an elevated density of
packaging of protein and lipid molecules, and by microviscosity, which is
higher than that of the rest (surrounding and more liquid) part of the membrane. Membrane nanotubes were observed both inside and outside the vacuoles, and in case of scanning intermittently at equal time intervals observed
were transitions of vesicles with the nanotube (Figure 5).
• An effect of vacuolar membrane decomposition into many vesicles under
hyperosmotic stress (shown in Figure 3(b)).
• An effect of complete decomposition of membrane vacuoles in dynamics,
which is accompanied with mass formation of vesicles in the place of membrane, has been demonstrated (Figure 4). Gemmation of vesicles from the
vacuolar membrane observed in many experiments took place in the form of
either endocytosis or exocytosis. In these cases, the vesicles were observed
both inside and outside the decomposed vacuole.
Therefore, our investigation of the lipid content and distribution, morphological properties, phase states and also microviscosity of membrane elements of
isolated plant cell vacuoles with the aid of confocal microscopy has allowed us to
confirm the fact of formation of such structural lipid-protein nonhomogenieties
in the system of vacuolar membranes as lipid-protein microdomains, and such
membrane tubular structures (MTSs) as vesicles, cytoplasmic strands and lipid-protein membrane nanotubes.
These nonhomogenieties were revealed both inside and outside the vacuole.
Furthermore, in the process of scanning after equal time intervals it was possible
to observe transmissions of vesicles side by side with membrane tubular structures. In the process of scanning the upper part of the isolated vacuole we observed separate segments characterized by high fluorescence intensity. Such
segments may represent clusters of lipid-protein formations with prevalence of
proteins in their content. The distribution of laurdan fluorescence GP values in
domains of intensive fluorescence differed from the distribution of GP values for
the whole membrane. This fact allows one to assume substantial differences in
the microviscosity of intensively fluorescing domains and in the microviscosity
of the rest membrane’s part, and hence confirm the fact of existence of the nonhomogenieties. Meanwhile, in order to clarify this issue, further investigations
with the application of other reliable techniques are needed.
Furthermore, it may be of interest to investigate the dependence of the organelle membranes on the complex of cell cytoskeleton elements. Such an investigation may be perspective from the viewpoint of redefining the functional role of
all the cell’s structural elements discussed above.
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Acronyms
ANS—8-anilino-1-naphthalene sulfonic acid
DPH—diphenilhexatrien
GP—generalized polarization
GUV—giant unilamellar vesicle
FLIM—fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy
LPM—lipid-protein microdomain
LPMN—lipid-protein membrane nanotube
MTS—membrane tubular structure
LPMN—lipid-protein membrane nanotube
SPAD—single-photon avalanche diode
V-H+-ATPase—vacuolar H+-ATPase
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